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Colonel Petros Bezabhshot.  1984 POW photo in Sahel.  He was shot down by EPLF 
anti-aircraft gun while bombing EPLF trenches at Nakfa Frontline on April 12, 1984. 
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I. Dr. Abey Ahmed's Ploy 
The dramatic emergence of Dr. Abey Ahmed to power in Ethiopia may have 
connection to Isayas Afewerk's widely publicized espionage master plan "GAME 
IS OVER". 
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The recent uncanny affair between Eritrea and Ethiopia, which took place in 
Addis Ababa, is the signature of a classic dirty espionage game by Isayas and 
his brainchild Dr. Abey Ahmed. 

In the past, Isayas has played the same old espionage tricks with Ethiopian 
elites. To name few of the Ethiopian co-conspirators who played espionage tricks 
with Isayas are Shambel Degafie Abebe . . . Shaleqa Petros Bezabh . . . Shaleqa 
Dawit Woldegiorgis . . . etc. 

Shaleqa Bezabh's conspiracy with Isayas is showcased in detail in this article. 

The visit by Foreign Minister Saleh Omer and PFDJ Political Head Yemane 
Gebreab to Addis Ababa seriously lacked the protocols and norms that go hand 
in hand with ordinary bilateral relations of two nations. The visit itself tells all, it's 
a veiled celebration for the successful espionage trick, "GAME IS OVER". 

 

 

II. Colonel Bezabh Petros's Ploy 
On June 6, 1998, just few days after war broke out between Eritrea and Ethiopia, 
Isayas's jewel spy in the Ethiopian Air Force, Colonel Petros Bezabh secretly 
landed his MIG-21 at Asmara Airport. 

Early morning of June 6, Colonel Bezabh was seated in the cockpit of the first 
MIG-21 and Pilot Endegena Tadese was seated in the second MIG-21. Soon, the 
two MIGs became airborne from Mekele Airport. The two MIGs made up the 
squadron and the mission of the squadron was to bomb Asmara Airport. After a 
short time of flights over the border, the squadron reached its target. 

Pilot Endegena dived his MIG-21 over Asmara Airport and dropped his bombs on 
the target. Burning flames and rising black smoke ensued over the Airport. Also, 
the Military Airbase in the Airport received minor damages. Once Pilot Tadese 
finished bombing his target, he returned to Mekele and safely landed at the base. 

Colonel Bezabh was on a different path in that mission. Upon reaching his target 
in Asmara, he ignored the order given to the squadron by the Ethiopian Air 
Force. Instead, he had begun to execute a secret order of his own, given to him 
secretly by his master, Isayas Afeworki. 

When Pilot Endegena was busy bombing the target, Colonel Bezabh was not 
engaged in bombing the target at all, instead he was circling over and over the 
skies of Asmara. Colonel Bezabh continued circling over Asmara until Pilot 
Endegena finalizes his bombing and until Pilot Endegena's MIG-21 is off his 
radar screen. 

Once Pilot Endegena is gone, Colonel Bezabh secretly landed his MIG-21, with 
Identification No. 1083, in the Airport. Isayas's secret agents have set-up a 
rendezvous by the woodlands of Atsenaf, a small village adjacent the Airport, to 
facilitate as a beginning stage for the espionage drama. 

As soon as Colonel Bezabh landed his MIG-21 at the Airport, the MIG-21 was 
quickly tucked away. Agents of Isayas quickly whisked the Colonel away to 
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Astenaf where another group were waiting for them in the rendezvous. After the 
rendezvous, Isayas's movie would roll off. 

From Atsenaf, the drama was played to the public and the lovely state radio 
Demtsi Hafash announced the drama of Isayas, " . . . Astenaf farmers captured 
an Ethiopian pilot of a fighter jet, who parachuted to the ground after his jet 
fighter was shot down by Anti-aircraft Units of the Eritrean Defence Forces, while 
the jet fighter was bombing Asmara Airport." 

 

 
Isayas's agents with Colonel Bezabh at the rendezvous in Astenaf, where Isayas's 

drama had begun. 

 

Isayas's drama continued for several hours that day, Demtsi Hafash and ERI-TV 
were busy amplifying the drama. Isayas's media reported, " . . . The downed 
Ethiopian pilot of MIG-23 was identified as Colonel Petros Bezabh, who was 
POW in Sahel, after his jet fighter was shot down by EPLF anti-aircraft gun, while 
bombing EPLF trenches at Nakfa Frontline on April 12, 1984." 

Isayas's media fed the Eritrean public not only fake news, but also false 
information. The June 6 Ethiopian Air Force squadron consisted only MIG-21, 
however Isayas's media claimed MIG-23 was shot down. 

Associated Press were too fooled. It relayed the fake news to the world. ERI-TV 
showed fake debris field of the "downed MIG". 
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That afternoon, Isayas ordered a special show business. The fake POW Colonel 
Bezabh was made to have a tour all over the streets of Asmara. As the red 
sedan that carried the Colonel travelled on the streets of Asmara, the people who 
had no clue that it was a mockery yelled loudly, others voiced Hurray! . . . Hurray! 
and motorists blasted their horns crazily. 

 

 
Isayas's special show business, the POW in front of the red sedan. 

 

Colonel Bezabh was shot down by EPLF at the Nakfa Frontline in 1884. This is 
truthful news. The downing of him at Asmara Airport is an espionage trick. 

Now, after 20 years, Isayas is just replaying his old trick with Dr. Abey Ahmed of 
Ethiopia. "GAME OVER" is candidly Isayas's espionage trick; after all he damn 
loves to fool people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


